Tiree Onshore
Scenario Mapping Project

These boards were used at Consultation Event 2 held at An Talla, Tiree on the 3rd
and 4th of October 2011. Consultation Event 2 formed an interim stage in the
consultations addressing in more detail the potential Operations & Maintenance
(O&M) scenarios that may result if the proposed Offshore Array be approved.
The areas on the boards that are still subject to validation we have marked as ‘provisional’ but also need to recognise
that this is interim reporting and consultation and details will continue to evolve as we develop and finalise the study.

Welcome
Tiree Onshore Scenario Mapping Project
Consultation Event No.2 – O& M Scenarios
Any future offshore windfarm consent, if granted, will have an Operational and Maintenance (O&M) need which
may have implications for land-based development on Tiree. The aim of this second consultation event is to
provide a better understanding each of the four potential Operations & Maintenance Scenarios advised by the
developer and to consider the potential implications for Tiree.
This is early and advance consultation well ahead of any decision on the Offshore Array but it is considered
important at the earliest date to consider onshore implications in parallel with the wider consultation on the
Offshore Array itself.

Please comment on as many issues as you feel are important and write your comments on post-it notes or on the
comments form. The Consultants are also here to discuss any issues you may have as part of the study and
explain current assumptions and information on the O&M scenarios.
Comments may be emailed to mail@ironsidefarrar.com or posted to Ironside Farrar Ltd, 111 McDonald Road, Edinburgh, EH7 4NW

The Brief
Tiree Onshore Scenario Mapping Project
The purpose of the study is to consider the onshore implications of the proposed
offshore array for the community of Tiree. The study is being funded by Marine Scotland,
The Crown Estate, Argyll and Bute Council & Highlands and Islands Enterprise. Central to
the study is community consultation
Offshore windfarms have Operational and Maintenance (O&M) needs which typically include a level of land-based
development. This study will help assist the community, stakeholders and Steering Group in considering any
potential land-based O&M implications associated with the proposed offshore array and allow early community input
and consultation based on the scenarios.
This Scenario Mapping Project is not part of the formal consenting process for the proposed array and Scottish
Power Renewables has still to submit formal applications for both the offshore and onshore elements of the project.
Ironside Farrar has been appointed to help the project Steering Group take forward the study over the next few
months anticipating reporting in December. The findings of the study will be presented to the community early in
2012.
Consultation is a key element of the Brief and has been organised around 3 main consultation events:
Consultation Event 1 – Understanding the Issues
Consultation Event 2 – Interim Consultation
Consultation Event 3 – Draft Reporting

24th and 25th August 2011
3rd and 4th October 2011
Mid - late November 2011

Consultation Event No.1. - Key issues and areas of concern
• Confirmation TCDT / Forum issues
•
•
•

12 Key Topic Issues and initial concerns raised from consultation
Jobs, Housing and implications for Education/Health /Life Style are key topic areas
Breadth of views from clear objection to positive support with most attendees reserving position

• Objectives and Outcomes broadly supported
•

Draft Objectives and Outcomes addressed key areas of concern

• New and additional key issues advised at the consultation included:
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–

Need more detailed information on the O&M Scenarios and Tiree benefits
Better understanding of any proposed development scale relative to way of life
Need to understand job opportunities; employment and skill sets required for jobs
Lack of clarity in any information on the scale of change and infrastructure needs
Lack of clarity on potential for disruption and impacts on transport (air/ferry/roads)
Re-iterated more strongly concerns regarding light pollution and helicopter noise
Recognition that Tiree has successfully accommodated change in the past
Need to consider wider opportunity for developer contributions to community benefits

Feedback

Consultation Event 1

Scenario Planning & Mapping
Understanding Implications

What is Scenario Mapping / Planning?
Scenario Planning is a tool to help stakeholders and others better understand the implications of
change and assist consultation on how to manage potential futures more effectively.
We are at an interim stage in developing the scenarios and the figures used are provisional and
still being developed. The scenario planning process can be used to highlight:
•
•
•

Principal factors that create or drive change e.g. jobs, people, demand for services
Provides based on percentage assumptions a better understanding of the range of change
that might occur e.g. population growth / proportion of local versus new jobs
Provides an explanation of likely outcomes based on understanding of existing baseline

Scenarios are widely used by various organisations and groups to assess change and help to
inform views and future decisions. The information can inform debate by looking at existing
facilities or experience and making assumptions about possible futures.

Principle
Drivers of
Change

Assumptions
or Options

Narrative of
likely
outcomes

What is Scenario Mapping?

Scenario Mapping

Key Issues influencing Benefits & Impacts
The key factors influencing change relative to the Onshore O&M Scenario Mapping include:
1. Nature of O&M Scenario
Onshore, Offshore Platform, Offshore Mothership, Onshore plus Mothership

2. People required for each O&M Scenario
Onshore, Offshore - Tiree based Staff / Local jobs / Incoming workers

3. Employment Profile for each O&M Scenario
Job Description / Skills Required / Training Support / Commitment to Local Job access

4 Need & Implications for Community Infrastructure
Housing, Education and Healthcare and Lifeline service provision and Way of Life

5 Need and Implications for Transport Infrastructure
Harbour upgrading , road access, ferry capacity, workboat facilities, helicopter access

6 Need and Implications for Physical Infrastructure
Office, Workshop, Land Area, Maintenance Space, Harbour, ICT.

Scenario X

Jobs
How many staff?

% jobs for Tiree vs. %
jobs incoming?

x new homes, x
homes
restored/purchased,
x Rented?

x m2 built
development,
physical
infrastructure,
transport
infrastructure

x primary school
places, x secondary, x
adult training places,
x additional
healthcare patients

Impacts on Local
Economy?

Key Drivers and Outcomes

Scenario Mapping

Scenario Development

Employment – Direct vs. Indirect

New employment and the additional
people this might bring to Tiree are
one of the key factors that influences
change.

New employment will create direct and
indirect jobs. The direct jobs are created
through employment directly servicing the
proposed offshore array. Indirect jobs are
created from the ancillary support and
demand for local goods and services e.g.
• Additional jobs in local shops / hotels
• Distribution

Jobs offer benefits and create
impacts and have potential to provide
employment for existing residents
and young people. Employment and
issues and opportunities arising from
it were a key issue raised at
Consultation Event No 1. The
anticipated number of Tiree based
jobs (FTE) ranges from 0 to 150
across the 4 O&M Scenarios

x new homes, x homes
restored/purchased, x
Rented?

Scenario X

Jobs
How many staff?
% jobs for Tiree vs. %
jobs incoming?

x m2 built
development, physical
infrastructure,
transport
infrastructure

It might be estimated that indirect jobs are
created within the order of 10% of direct
jobs. The Economic Assessment will
provide further detail.

x primary school
places, x secondary, x
adult training places, x
additional healthcare
patients

Impacts on Local
Economy? Shops,
Businesses etc

Scenario Development

Scenario Mapping

Use of Profiles in Scenario Planning / Mapping
Job Types

Job Profiles – Local vs. Non Local

Recognising that new employment and the additional
people this might bring to Tiree are one of the key factors
that influences change we use profiles to look at likely job
opportunities available. Job requirements have been
estimated based on broadly comparable O&M facilities
and can be broadly broken down as follows:

In order to assess the likely implications on Tiree, we need
to look at how many of the potential jobs that could be
available in O&M may be filled by those already resident on
Tiree vs. those coming to Tiree i.e. Local vs. Non Local
Jobs. We have looked at 3 different profiles:

Office
Based
Support

Engineering
Support

Specialist
Turbine
Engineers

Estimate
10-15% of all
jobs

Estimate
25 - 30% of all
jobs

Estimate
60% of all jobs

Array Manager /
Programme
Managers /
Logistics /
Administration

Engineering
Manager / High
Voltage Cable
Manager /
Helicopter &
Boat Crews / etc

Mechanical
Engineers /
Electrical / Civil
Engineers /
Divers

Profile 1
(Assumptions)

Profile 2
(Assumptions)

Profile 3
(Assumptions)

• 35% Local
• 65% Non Local

• 25% Local
• 75% Non Local

• 15% Local
• 85% Non Local

The Non-Local Jobs are those with greatest potential to
bring change to Tiree – we have assumed 60% bring
families and 40% are single. This allows a range of
assessments to be presented in respect to housing
provision requirements, school places, healthcare
requirements and overall population growth.
We have used profiling only for Scenarios 1 and 4 i.e. those
with potential O&M jobs on Tiree.

Jobs are Full Time Job Equivalents (FTE) which means that some of these jobs will be part time or seasonal and offer flexible posts for both men and women. The
Scenario Planning exercise only looks at assumptions of the direct jobs at this stage.

Use of Profiles

Scenario Mapping

Scenarios 1-4
Assessment of O&M

The offshore array developer has identified four separate scenarios relating to the Operations
and Maintenance (O&M) that may apply to the development of the offshore wind farm. These
are as follows:
Scenario 1 – Onshore O&M Base
•

An onshore base on the island (office/warehouse/yard)
with up to five workboats and one helicopter accessing
the array. Requires a harbour or breakwater

Scenario 2 – Offshore O&M Base (Platform)
•

An offshore platform, located within the array, with
workboats and one helicopter stationed on the platform.

Scenario 3 – Offshore O&M Base (Mothership)
•

Two motherships, stationed within the array, with
daughter workboats and one helicopter stationed on the
motherships with the mothership working from a
mainland port .

Scenario 4 – Onshore O&M Base / Mothership
•

A combination of scenarios 1 and 3 with an arrangement
based on motherships /daughter workboats working
within the array , with the motherships and helicopter
working from a Tiree base.

Scenario Descriptions

The 4 O&M Scenarios

The Community Consultation Event No 1. highlighted a general concern to better understand impacts/benefits on: Jobs / Skills / Training / Built Development /
Housing / Harbour / Airport / Roads / Ferry / Education / Healthcare In addition, the consultation event highlighted some of the softer or secondary
impacts/benefits that may arise from change and highlighted a desire to better understand the level of assurance the community could secure about local
opportunity and impacts on: Local Economy, Businesses, Enterprise and opportunity for young people etc Way of Life, Culture, Crofting and Land Management
Environment and place quality.

Scenario 1

Scenario 2

Scenario3

Scenario 4

Onshore O&M Base – On
Tiree
An onshore base would have
a Tiree base operating
between the O&M office and
workshops, harbour and
helipad.

Offshore O&M Base - Platform
An offshore platform servicing the
offshore array with connections to
the mainland base for staffing
and equipment.

Offshore O&M Base –
Mothership
An offshore mothership
arrangement for servicing the
offshore array operating from a
mainland port.

Onshore O&M Base &
Mothership
An onshore O&M base comprising
O&M office, harbour and helipad.
Two motherships would use the
harbour for crew changes, refuelling and supplies.

Scenario 1 therefore has
significant direct implications
for Tiree in terms of O&M
activity with impacts or
benefits occurring at the O&M
base, which is assumed to be
at the harbour with possible
facilities at the airport.

Scenario 2 has no or negligible
direct implications for Tiree in
terms of O&M activity. Any
impacts or benefits would occur
wherever the O&M mainland
base operates from - e.g. a
mainland Scottish port.

Scenario 3 has an Operational
Control Centre and helicopter
crew based on Tiree with all other
O&M based on the Mothership.
This Scenario therefore has minor
direct implications for Tiree in
terms of O&M activity. The main
impacts or benefits would occur
wherever the O&M mainland base
operates from - e.g. a mainland
Scottish port

Scenario 4 therefore has
significant direct implications for
Tiree in terms of O&M activity with
impacts or benefits occurring at
the O&M base which is assumed
to be at the harbour with possible
facilities at the airport.

Interactions with Tiree?

Scenario Mapping

Scenario 1 - O&M Base on Tiree

An onshore base would have a Tiree base operating
between the O&M office and workshops, harbour and
helipad.
•
•
•
•
•
•

Full O&M base including Office space, Maintenance and Workshop and
Laydown space
Helicopter pilot office within O&M base
SCADA control room not on Tiree (utilise existing mainland facility)
5 no. Workboat
Helipad (1 x helicopter Eurocopter 135)
Harbour upgrade would be required including breakwater

The proposed offshore array would be managed from O&M operational
and maintenance base on Tiree.

Key Implications for Tiree
Onshore staffing would mean direct impacts and benefits to Tiree coupled with a
requirement for a built facility or development of facilities on the island.
The harbour would need to be upgraded to provide facilities for workboats and
helipad would be stationed at either the harbour or the airport.

London Array onshore O&M Base
design

Description

Scenario 1

O&M Base on Tiree - Jobs / Skills / Training
SPR estimate that an onshore O&M base on Tiree would generate up to 150 FTE jobs on Tiree. Using the 3 Profiles
(Local vs. Non Local uptake for these jobs) we can generate some outcomes for Tiree
re in terms of numbers of new
people coming to Tiree during operation and maintenance of the proposed array (and
many incoming workers
nd how
h
bring families or are single).
Jobs
Number Jobs (FTE)
% Local
% Non Local
Employee with Families
Employees (single)

Profile 1
Assumption
35%
65%
60%
40%

Estimate
150
53
98
59
39

Profile 2
Assumption

Jobs
Number Jobs (FTE)
% Local
% Non Local (relocations)
Employees (with families)
Employees (without family)

25%
5%
75%
60%
40%
0%

Estimate
te
150
50
388
113
68
455

Jobs
bs
Number Jobs (FTE)
L
% Local
N Local
% Non
Employee with Families
Employees (single)

Profile 3
Assumption
15%
85%
60%
40%

Estimate
150
23
128
77
51

Opportunities & Mitigation
The level and range of local job opportunity
ity and training ssupport for young people is an important local issue around
which the community is seeking assurance.
ance. Types of assurance which could be helpful could include:
Offshore Array Employment
ment Charter e.g.
e.
•

Commitment for local
al employment with
within O&M service contract

Education Charter e.g.
•

Commitment to higher and ffurther education bursaries

Public & Private Sector collaboration
bor
for advance skills training and career guidance e.g.
•

Advance skills training programmes

Commitment to Apprenticeships e.g.
•

Commitment to adult and youth apprenticeships for technical support jobs

Scenario Development

Scenario 1

O&M Base on Tiree - Built Development
The employment predictions establish office and workspace requirements and all supporting external space. The
O&M operator will require a modern fully equipped facility with all normal servicing. The development will be
expected to meet all Planning and Sustainable Design Guidance. Space requirements could be anticipated as
follows:
• Office space 600m2 – 2 storey building with 9m eaves height
• Modern open plan with all ancillary services for boat and helicopter crews
• Full Broadband / ICT
• Workshop space 2500m2 – single storey with 9m eaves height
• Stores and warehouse facility for spares and maintenance consumables
• External space - 1000m2 - secure yardage
• Car & vehicular parking; fuel bunkering; external storage
• Helipad facility (if located with O&M base)
• Hangar (500m2); Helipad Space (360m2)

Opportunities & Mitigation
The scale of built development compares broadly with larger agricultural buildings on the island. These typically are of 8001200m2. Opportunity and Mitigation may be achieved by:

Addressing needs with regard to A&BC Local Plan Industrial Land Allocation e.g.
• Developing brown field land and minimising land take of land under agriculture
Compliance with A&BC Sustainable Design Policy and Guidance e.g.
• Limiting main building heights to maximum 9m to eaves
• Considering scaling buildings to reflect current island scale
• Employment of local architects / trades

Scenario Development

Scenario 1

O&M Base on Tiree - Housing
Housing provision will be in part dependent on the level of local employment uptake (e.g. level of existing residents taking
up jobs). In the Scenario Mapping we have assumed potential levels of local job uptake of between 15–25–35%.
Assumptions on new build, locally purchased, restored and rented properties allow levels of new build housing to be
estimated.
Profile 1
Housing
New Homes Built
Existing Homes Restored /
Purchased
Other+ Rented

Profile 2
50%

49

30%
20%

29
20

Housing
New Homes Built
Existing Homes Restored /
Purchased
Other + Rented /PT Residents)

Profile 3
50%

56

30%
%
%
20%

34
233

Housing
Bu
New Homes Built
Existing Homes
Ho
Restored /
ch
Purchased
Other+ Rented

50%

64

30%
20%

38
26

Opportunities & Mitigation
New housing needs to be developed in a manner sensitive
itive to the settlement
settlem
patterns of the island and seek to support
d taking up em
local access to housing for young people from the island
employment in O&M. A number of housing scenarios
could be envisaged including:
•
•
•

Growth of a single Township e.g.
• Settlement extension providing
roviding between 49 and
an 64 new homes
Extension to a numberr of Townships across the island e.g.
• Assuming 6 townships
ips equates to 11 houses per township
Dispersed housing e.g.
• New housing throughoutt the island on Brownfield land wherever possible

Housing is an important local issue around which the community is seeking assurance about quality and urban design.
Opportunity exists for housing refurbishment alongside contemporary new build in a manner that builds on community
infrastructure and supports demand for goods, services & indirect jobs.

Scenario Development

Scenario 1

O&M Base on Tiree – Transport Infrastructure
Harbour
The O&M operations will be operated by 5 workboats typically of 28m in length providing the service support and personnel
access to the turbines in combination with the helicopter. A harbour facility created by a breakwater and offering pontoon / quay
access will be required.
•
•

Harbour Breakwater
• Offering safe haven for workboats all year round
Pontoon and Quay facilities
• 150 (+10)m sheltered pontoon length
• Marine fuel bunkering (200,000l capacity) serviced and refuelled by sea-barge. It is not anticipated that workboat fuelling would require
fuel import by ferry.

Airport / Heliport
The O&M operation could be supported by a helicopter base either at the harbour or potentially at the airport. Helicopter
provision would include a hangar, helipad and fuel bunkering. Flight levels are currently under assessment but worst case
numbers suggest 7-12 return flights per day.

Local Roads
The O&M operation may require some local Road Network upgrading but only in the immediate local area of the O&M Base or
between the base and the harbour. Access to the harbour / breakwater will be required for vehicles. If helipad facilities were
located at the airport volumes of traffic are unlikely to be significant.

Opportunities & Mitigation
Infrastructure clearly needs to match any intensification of use whether this be associated with harbour/airport or roads. Local
road upgrades may offer wider benefits as would development of the harbour. Issues requiring to be addressed would include:
• Harbour improvements may offer wider support to existing local businesses e.g.
• Creating access for fishing / recreational boats and improving ferry weather protection
• Helicopter flights paths across defined sea routes could mitigate island over-flying.
• Protecting existing air and sea capacity

Scenario Development

Scenario 1

O&M Base on Tiree – Community Infrastructure
Education

Scenario 1 O&M operations would increase the resident population and increase the school roll. Base on a multiplier of 0.27
primary pupils per household and 0.2 secondary pupils per household the additional educational needs would include:
• 24 Primary Pupil places
• 18 High School places
The existing Tiree Primary School has a roll of 62 (including nursery roll of 15) and Secondary
School Roll of 44. Higher and
ary Sch
further Education is provided on the mainland.

Health
O&M operations would potentially add between 185 and 242. The residentt population is currently
curr
estimated at around 850. On
the basis of new resident assumptions this could create additionall demand on healthcare and community infrastructure. Health
provision is responsive to demand / population with particular need
d however to addre
address community care.
Profile 1
Community Infrastructure
Primary School Places (0.27)
Secondary School Places (0.2)
Educational Bursaries
Adult Training / Apprenticeships
Additional Healthcare Patients
Population Growth

21
16
3
5
185
185

Profile
ofile 2
Community Infrastructure
struc
Primary School Placess (0.27)
Secondary Schooll Places (0.2)
(0
Educational Bursaries
ries
Adult Training
ning / Apprenticeships
Additional
tional Healthcare Patients
Population Growth

24
18
3
5
214
214

Profile 3
Community Infrastructure
Primary School Places (0.27)
Secondary School Places (0.2)
Educational Bursaries
Adult Training / Apprenticeships
Additional Healthcare Patients
Population Growth

28
20
3
4
242
242

Lifeline Services – Air and Ferry con
connections
Scenario 1 O&M operationss by increasing island
is
population will place additional demand on air and ferry connections. A 20%
increase in population will require
quire a review of
o current air and ferry capacity. Vehicular ferry capacity at weekends & in the
summer months is near or at capacity.
apa
Reducing ferry cancellations and any improvement to capacity would offer local benefits.

Opportunities & Mitigation
A growing population would introduce both opportunity and impacts with mitigation dependent on investment in local capacity.
Discussions are being progressed with a number of key service providers to identify any specific measures or responses.
•
Discussions with CMAL / Calmac and HIAL regarding Lifeline services
•
Discussion with Argyll and Bute Council and relevant health providers

Scenario Development

Scenario 1

Scenario 2
An offshore platform, located within the array, with workboats
and one helicopter stationed on the platform.
•
•
•
•

No O&M base on Tiree
No SCADA control room (utilise existing mainland facility)
Helicopter Station provided on mainland but with some limited use of
Tiree Airport and offering a potential link for local employees
No O&M Support infrastructure required on Tiree

The proposed offshore array would be managed from a main land base with O&M
operational and maintenance activity operated from the platform.
The platform would operate similar to oil and gas developments with O&M staff
recruited nationally and flown/transported to the platform by air or boat from a
mainland airport/port. No daily contact with Tiree would be required but fortnightly
employment flights to the platform may be possible.

Key Implications for Tiree
Offshore staffing would mean no direct impacts or benefits to Tiree and no
requirement for a built facility or development of facilities. Employment opportunity
may exist at a minimal scale.

Description

Scenario 2

Scenario 2
O&M Base on Offshore Platform
Jobs /Skills/Training
Job requirements are broadly comparable to onshore facilities but none of the
jobs would be based on Tiree. A wider opportunity would exist as part of the Argyll
and Bute Renewable Energy Action Plan (REAP) to participate in wider skills and
training programmes aimed at developing skills/competencies for the Renewable
Energy Sector.

Built Development
Built development on Tiree would be limited to a potential converter station
onshore.
No O&M workshop / office or other facilities would be proposed on Tiree.
All supplies would be sourced from a mainland base and delivered by air/sea.

Housing
No housing requirement on Tiree. Employment would be typically nationally
recruited and access to the platform coordinated from the mainland O&M Base
airport/port facility.

Scenario 2
O&M Base on Offshore Platform
Harbour / Airport / Roads
No harbour works required
No airport works required albeit that helicopter access to the existing airport may
be used to a limited degree (e.g. for taking any locally employed people to and
from the platform)
No road works required associated with O&M

Community Infrastructure
No additional load on community infrastructure except perhaps a potential
requirement for medical support for non-surgical accidents / medical attention not
provided by platform staffing, on a very limited basis.

Lifeline Services – Air and Ferry connections
No additional air or ferry requirements.

Scenario 3 – Offshore Motherships
Two motherships, stationed within the array, with
daughter workboats and one helicopter stationed on the
motherships with the mothership working from a
mainland port.
•

•
•
•

Operational control centre on Tiree but limited to office based
functions, with no wider O&M support infrastructure (e.g.
motherships) required on Tiree
No SCADA control room (utilise existing mainland facility)
No workshop facility
Helicopter Station provided on Tiree

The proposed offshore array would be managed from a local Operational
Control Centre based on Tiree and potentially located at the airport
alongside helipad facilities. All physical operations and maintenance
activity will be managed from the motherships with the vessels acting as
a mobile platform. O&M staff would return to the mainland operating port,
based on a shift pattern arrangement. No daily contact with Tiree would
be required but fortnightly employment flights for local employees to the
mothership may be possible.

Key Implications for Tiree
Offshore staffing would limit the impacts or benefits to Tiree with these
limited to the operation control centre. Offshore employment opportunity
may exist but would not be locally connected and access to opportunity
may be more restricted than in other scenarios.

Example of operational control
centre

Description

Scenario 3

O&M Offshore Motherships - Jobs / Skills / Training
SPR estimate that O&M from Offshore Motherships with only the operations control centre and helipad on Tiree
would generate up to 25 FTE jobs on Tiree. Using the 3 Profiles (Local vs. Non Local uptake for these jobs) we
can generate some outcomes for Tiree in terms of numbers of new people coming to Tiree during operation and
maintenance of the proposed array (and how many incoming workers bring familiess or are single).
Profile 1
Jobs
Assumption
Estimate
Number Jobs (FTE)
25
% Local
35%
9
% Non Local (relocations)
65%
16
Employees (with families)
60%
10
Employees (without family)
40%
7

Profile 2
Jobs
Assumption
Number Jobs (FTE)
% Local
25%
% Non Local (relocations)
75%
Employees (with families)
60%
%
Employees (without family)
40%

Estimate
25
6
9
19
11
8

Jobs
obs
Number
mber Jobs (FTE)
% Local
% Non Local ((relocations)
mploy
Employees
(with families)
plo
Employees
(without family)

Profile 3
Assumption
15%
85%
60%
40%

Estimate
25
4
21
13
9

Opportunities & Mitigation
Job requirements for the project are broadly comparable
mparable with
ith those in scenario 1 with the difference being the
majority of jobs would not be based on Tiree.
A wider opportunity
would exist as part of Argyll and Bute
Tir
o
Renewable Energy Action Plan (REAP) to participate in wider
skills and training programmes aimed at developing
w
skills/competencies for the Renewable Energy Sector.
cto Opportunities could include:
Offshore Array Employment
ment Charter e.g.
e.
•

Commitment for local
al employment with
within O&M service contract

Education Charter e.g.
•

Commitment to higher and
nd further
f
education bursaries

Public & Private Sector collaboration
or
for advance skills training and career guidance e.g.
•

Advance skills training programmes

Commitment to Apprenticeships e.g.
•

Commitment to adult and youth apprenticeships for technical support jobs

Scenario Development

Scenario 3

O&M Offshore Motherships - Built Development
Built development on Tiree would be limited to a potential converter station onshore and an operational control centre. The
converter station could be proposed for either offshore or onshore – no decision has yet been made. No O&M workshop on
the island would be required. Typically all supplies would be sourced from a mainland base and delivered by air/sea.
The employment predictions establish office and workspace requirements that should also allow for expansion and all
supporting external space. The O&M operator will require a modern fully equipped facility with all normal servicing. The
development will be expected to meet all Planning and Sustainable Design Guidance. Space requirements are as follows:
•

•
•
•

Operations Control Centre 150m2
• Modern open plan with all ancillary services for helicopter crews
• Full Broadband / ICT
Mixed / Multi-function Workshop 500m2 – single storey with 9m eaves height
• Stores and warehouse facility for spares and maintenance consumables
External space - 250m2 - secure yardage
• Car & vehicular parking; fuel bunkering; external storage
Helipad facility
• Hangar (500m2); Helipad Space (360m2)

Opportunities & Mitigation
The scale of built development compares broadly with larger agricultural buildings on the island. These typically are of 8001200m2. Opportunity and Mitigation may be achieved by:
•

Addressing needs with regard to A&BC Local Plan Industrial Land Allocation e.g.
• Developing brown field land and minimising land take of land under agriculture
• Compliance with A&BC Sustainable Design Policy and Guidance e.g.
• Limiting main building heights to maximum 9m to eaves
• Considering scaling buildings to reflect current island scale
•
Employment of local architects / trades

Scenario Development

Scenario 3

O&M Offshore Motherships – Housing
Housing provision will be in part dependent on the level of local employment uptake (e.g. level of existing residents
taking up jobs). In the Scenario Mapping we have assumed a level of local job uptake of between 15% -35%.
Assumptions on new build, locally purchased, restored and rented properties allow new build housing to be
estimated. Any local needs associated with the operation centre would be limited.
Profile 1
Housing
New Homes Built
Existing Homes Restored /
Purchased
Other+ Rented

Profile 2
50%

8

30%
20%

5
3

Housing
New Homes Built
Existing Homes Restored /
Purchased
Other + Rented /PT Residents)

Profile 3
50%

9

30%
20%

6
4

Housing
New Homes Built
Existing Homes Restored /
Purchased
Othe Rented
Other+

50%

11

30%
20%

6
4

Opportunities & Mitigation
New housing needs to be developed in a manner sensitive
tive to the settleme
settlement patterns of the island and seek to support local
access to housing for young people from the island taking
ing up employment in O&M. A number of housing scenarios could be
envisaged including:
• Growth of a single Township e.g.
• Settlement extension providing between
een 8 and 11 new
ne homes
•
Extension to a number of Townships
s across the island e.g.
• Assuming 6 townships equates to approx 2 ho
houses per township
•
Dispersed housing e.g.
g.
• New housing throughout
ghout the island on Brownfield land wherever possible
ssue around which the community is seeking assurance about quality and urban design.
Housing is an important local issue
fur
Opportunity exists for housing refurbishment
alongside contemporary new build in a manner that builds on community
infrastructure and supports demand for goods, services & indirect jobs.

Scenario Development

Scenario 3

O&M Offshore Motherships - Transport Infrastructure
Harbour
No harbour works required.

Airport / Heliport
O&M helicopter base on Tiree operating from the airport or harbour with new
hangar/fuel bunker and support facility (Operational Control Centre) and linking to
offshore motherships. Flight levels are currently under assessment but worst case
numbers suggest 1-5 return flights per day.

Local Roads
No road works required associated with O&M
If Operational Control Centre and helipad facilities were located at the airport volumes
of traffic are unlikely to be significant.

Opportunities & Mitigation
There is no anticipated intensification of use whether this be associated with
harbour/airport or roads. Issues requiring to be addressed would include:
• Helicopter flights paths across defined sea routes could mitigate island over-flying.
• Protecting existing air and sea capacity

Operational control centre

Scenario Development

Scenario 3

O&M Offshore Motherships - Community Infrastructure

Education
Scenario 3 O&M operations would increase the resident population and therefore the school roll. Base on a multiplier of 0.27
primary pupils per household and 0.2 secondary pupils per household the additional educational
ion needs would include:
•
4 Primary Pupil places
•
3 High School places
The existing Tiree Primary School has a roll of 62 (including nursery roll of 15) and Secondary
School Roll of 44. Higher and
condary Schoo
further Education is provided on the mainland.

Health
O&M operations would potentially add between 31 and 40 to the resident population creating additional demand on healthcare
mand / popula
and community infrastructure. Health provision is responsive to demand
population with particular need however to address
any community care requirements.
Profile 1
Community Infrastructure
Primary School Places (0.27)
Secondary School Places (0.2)
Educational Bursaries
Adult Training / Apprenticeships
Additional Healthcare Patients
Population Growth

4
3
3
5
31
31

Profil 2
Profile
Community Infrastructure
tructure
chool Places (0.27)
Primary School
ondary School Places (0.2)
Secondary
ducational Bursaries
Educational
Adult Training / Apprenti
Apprenticeships
Healt
Additional Healthcare
Patients
opulation Growth
Gro
Population

Profile 3
4
3
3
5
36
36

Community Infrastructure
Primary School Places (0.27)
Secondary School Places (0.2)
Educational Bursaries
Adult Training / Apprenticeships
Additional Healthcare Patients
Population Growth

5
3
3
4
40
40

Lifeline Services – Air and Ferr
Ferry connections
Limited additional ferry requirements
eme
would arise from Scenario 3.

Opportunities & Mitigation
Whilst the O&M Operational Control Centre and helipad would have limited impacts on community infrastructure, opportunities
would include discussion with Argyll and Bute Council and relevant health providers relative to service provision.

Scenario Development

Scenario 3

O&M Motherships & Base on Tiree
A combination of scenarios 1 and 3 with an arrangement based on
motherships /daughter workboats working within the array, with the
motherships and helicopter working from a Tiree base.
•
•
•
•
•
•

O&M Office space, Maintenance and Workshop, Laydown space on Tiree
Helicopter pilot office within O&M base
SCADA control room not on Tiree (utilise existing mainland facility)
2 Motherships
Helipad (1 x helicopter Eurocopter 135)
Harbour upgrade would be required including breakwater

The proposed offshore array would be managed from Tiree including all operational and
maintenance activity excluding SCADA /off-site monitoring control. The motherships would
operate from an enhanced harbour but would be stationed on-field returning to Tiree for resupply, crew changeovers and parts on a regular cycle – probably fortnightly, with one
mothership returning to Tiree each week. Helicopter flights would support the motherships
and would work in combination with the motherships in deliver technical engineers to the
turbines. It would not be envisaged that turbine towers, nacelles or blades would be stored on
the island. Key activities would include operational management, marine & flight logistics,
programme management and engineering support.

Key Implications for Tiree
The numbers of O&M staff living on Tiree is anticipated to be 59 people but the potential
catchment would be wider allowing mainland and Coll resident employees to access Tiree for
the shift changes moderating the likely demands for local services, housing and community
infrastructure. Critical to this scenario is development of harbour facilities.

London Array O&M
Base

Description

Scenario 4

O&M Motherships & Base on Tiree - Jobs / Skills / Training
Local Jobs & Training Opportunity
SPR estimate that an O&M Motherships & Base on Tiree would generate up to 59 FTE
FT jobs on Tiree. Using the 3
Profiles (Local vs. Non Local uptake for these jobs) we can generate some outcomes
es for
fo Tiree in terms of
numbers of new people coming to Tiree during operation and maintenance of the
he proposed
propose array (and how many
incoming workers bring families or are single).
Profile 1
Assumption

Jobs
Number Jobs (FTE)
% Local
% Non Local (relocations)
Employees (with families)
Employees (without family)

35%
65%
60%
40%

Estimate
59
21
38
23
15

Profile 2
Assumption

Jobs
Number Jobs (FTE)
% Local
% Non Local (relocations)
Employees (with families)
Employees (without family)

%
25%
%
75%
60%
40
40%

Estimate
ate
59
15
44
27
18

Jobs
Number
umbe Jobs (FTE)
% Local
% Non Local (relocations)
Employees (with families)
Employees (without family)

Profile 3
Assumption
15%
85%
60%
40%

Estimate
59
9
50
30
20

Opportunities & Mitigation
The level and range of local job opportunity
unity and training
train
support for young people is an important local issue
around which the community is seeking
of assurance which could be helpful could include:
king assurance. Types
T
•
•
•
•

Offshore Array Employment
nt Charter e.g.
•
Commitment for local
cal employment within O
O&M service contract
Education Charter e.g.
•
Commitment to higher
er and
an further education bursaries
Public & Private Sector collaboration
labo
for advance skills training and career guidance e.g.
•
Advance skills training programmes
rog
Commitment to Apprenticeships e.g.
•
Commitment to adult and youth apprenticeships for technical support jobs

Scenario Development

Scenario 4

O&M Motherships & Base on Tiree - Built Development
The employment predictions establish office and workspace requirements that should also allow for expansion
and all supporting external space. The O&M operator will require a modern fully equipped facility with all normal
servicing. The development will be expected to meet all Planning and Sustainable Design Guidance. Space
requirements are as follows:
•

•
•
•

Office space 300m2 – 2 storey building with 9m eaves height
• Modern open plan with all ancillary services for boat and helicopter crews
• Full Broadband / ICT
Mixed / Multi-function Workshop 2500m2 – single storey with 9m eaves height
• Stores and warehouse facility for spares and maintenance consumables
External space - 1000m2 - secure yardage
• Car & vehicular parking; fuel bunkering; external storage
Helipad facility (if located with O&M base)
• Hangar (500m2); Helipad Space (360m2)

Opportunities & Mitigation
The scale of built development compares broadly with larger agricultural buildings on the island. These typically
are of 800-1200m2. Opportunity and Mitigation may be achieved by:
•

Addressing needs with regard to A&BC Local Plan Industrial Land Allocation e.g.
• Developing brown field land and minimising land take of land under agriculture
• Compliance with A&BC Sustainable Design Policy and Guidance e.g.
• Limiting main building heights to maximum 9m to eaves
• Considering scaling buildings to reflect current island scale
•
Employment of local architects / trades

Scenario Development

Scenario 4

O&M Motherships & Base on Tiree – Housing
Housing provision will be in part dependent on the level of local employment uptake (e.g. level of existing residents
taking up jobs). In the Scenario Mapping we have assumed a level of local job uptake of between 15% -35%.
Assumptions on new build, locally purchased, restored and rented properties allow new build housing to be
estimated.
Profile 1
Housing
New Homes Built
Existing Homes Restored /
Purchased
Other+ Rented

Profile 2
50%

19

30%
20%

12
8

Housing
New Homes Built
Existing Homes Restored /
Purchased
Other + Rented /PT Residents)

Profile 3
50%

22

30%
20%

13
9

Housing
New Homes Built
B
Existing
sting Homes Restored
R
/
Purchased
rchased
Other+ Rented
Re

50%

25

30%
20%

15
10

Opportunities & Mitigation
New housing needs to be developed in a manner sensitive
tive to the settlement patterns
p
of the island and seek to support local
ng up employment in O&M. A number of housing scenarios could be
access to housing for young people from the island taking
envisaged including:
• Growth of a single Township e.g.
• Settlement extension providing between
een 19 and 25 n
new homes
•
Extension to a number of Townships
s across the island e.g.
• Assuming 6 townships equates to approx 4 ho
houses per township
•
Dispersed housing e.g.
• New housing throughout
ghout the island o
on Brownfield land wherever possible
Housing is an important local issue
ssue around which the community is seeking assurance about quality and urban design.
Opportunity exists for housing refurbishment
efur
alongside contemporary new build in a manner that builds on community
infrastructure and supports demand for goods, services & indirect jobs.

Scenario Development

Scenario 4

O&M Motherships & Base on Tiree - Transport Infrastructure
Harbour
The O&M operations will be operated by 2 motherships providing the service support and personnel access to the turbines in
combination with the helicopter. A harbour facility created by a breakwater and offering quay access will be required.
•
•

Harbour Breakwater
• Offering safe haven for mothership(s) all year round
Pontoon and Quay facilities
• 140m of alongside space- quay wall or breakwater
• Marine fuel bunkering serviced and refuelled by sea-barge. It is not anticipated that workboat fuelling would require fuel import by
ferry.

Airport / Heliport
The O&M operation could be supported by a helicopter base either at the harbour or at the airport. Helicopter provision would
include a hangar, helipad and fuel bunkering. Flight levels are currently under assessment but worst case numbers suggest 15 return flights per day.

Local Roads
The O&M operation may require some local Road Network upgrading but only in the immediate local area of the O&M Base or
between the base and the harbour. Access to the harbour / breakwater will be required for vehicles. If helipad facilities were
located at the airport volumes of road traffic are unlikely to be significant.

Opportunities & Mitigation
Infrastructure clearly needs to match any intensification of use whether this be associated with harbour/airport or roads. Local
road upgrades may offer wider benefits as would development of the harbour. Issues requiring to be addressed would include:
• Harbour improvements may offer wider support to existing local businesses e.g.
• Creating access for fishing / recreational boats and improving ferry weather protection
• Helicopter flights paths across defined sea routes could mitigate island over-flying.
• Protecting existing air and sea capacity

Scenario Development

Scenario 4

Education
Scenario 4 O&M operations would increase the resident population and the school roll. Base on a multiplier of 0.27 primary
pupils per household and 0.2 secondary pupils per household the additional educational needs would include:
•
10 Primary Pupil places
•
7 High School places
ndary Sch
The existing Tiree Primary School has a roll of 62 (including nursery roll of 15) and Secondary
School Roll of 44. Higher and
further Education is provided on the mainland.

Health
O&M operations would potentially add between 73 and 95 to the resident population creating additional demand on healthcare
and community infrastructure. Health provision is responsive to demand
emand / population with particular need however to address
community care.
Profile 1
Community Infrastructure
Primary School Places (0.27)
Secondary School Places (0.2)
Educational Bursaries
Adult Training / Apprenticeships
Additional Healthcare Patients
Population Growth

8
6
3
5
73
73

Profile
ofile 2
Community Infrastructure
ructu
es (0.27)
Primary School Places
(0.
Secondary School Places (0.2)
es
Educational Bursaries
ing / Apprenticeships
Adult Training
itional Healthcare Patients
Pa
Additional
opulation Growth
Gro
Population

Profile 3
10
7
3
5
84
84

Community Infrastructure
Primary School Places (0.27)
Secondary School Places (0.2)
Educational Bursaries
Adult Training / Apprenticeships
Additional Healthcare Patients
Population Growth

11
8
3
4
95
95

Lifeline Services – Air and Ferry con
connections
Scenario 4 O&M operations
ns by increasing island
is
population will place additional demand on air and ferry connections. A 10%
increase in population will require
equire a review of
o current air and ferry capacity. Vehicular ferry capacity at weekends & in the
summer months is near or at capa
capacity. Reducing ferry cancellations and any improvement to capacity would offer local benefits.

Opportunities & Mitigation
A growing population would introduce both opportunity and impacts with mitigation dependent on investment in local capacity.
Discussions are progressing with a number of key service providers to identify any specific measures or responses.
•
Discussions with CMAL / Calmac and HIAL regarding Lifeline services
•
Discussion with Argyll and Bute Council and relevant health providers

Scenario Development

Scenario 4

O&M Motherships & Base on Tiree
- Community Infrastructure

Summary
Scenarios 1-4 Summary

Initial Scenario Mapping 1-4

Summary Scenario 1-4
1

Jobs on Tiree
Houses on Tiree
new build

School Pupils
primary & secondary

Built Development
pment

Helicopter Flights
Flig
per day return flights

Population Growth
Provisional Assessment to Assist Consultation. All numbers to be verified.

2

3

4

Consultations have highlighted a breadth of issues with consultees seeking more information on which to asses the O&M implications for Tiree. Development
introduces change that may have implications and these may be perceived as benefits or impacts depending on ones perspective. We are keen to better understand
the balance of opportunity and impact (benefits and dis-benefits) of each of the 4 Scenarios. A view is summarised below but we would appreciate your comments and
thoughts.

Scenario 1

Scenario 2

Scenario3

Scenario 4

Strengths

Strengths

Strengths
ngths

Strengths

•
•
•
•

• O&M change limited to offshore
• No additional load on island
infrastructure / transport

• Operating
erating Cen
Centre
re on Tiree
me job oppo
uniti onshore
• Some
opportunities
offs
and offshore

• O&M base on Tiree
• Moderate job opportunities
• Investment in harbour
facilities
• Population growth supports
community facilities

O&M base on Tiree
Significant job opportunities
Investment in harbour facilities
Population growth supports
community facilities

Weaknesses

Weaknesses

• O&M base on Tiree
• Built development
• Additional loads to
transportation connections

• Limited job opportunities
portu ities all
al
ore
based offshore
uired investmen
l
• No required
investment in island
astruct re
infrastructure
• Limited
Lim ted e
omic gain
economic

Opportunities

Opportunities
Opp
tun

• Employment opportunity
• Retention young people
• Developing new skills
• Investment in island
infrastructure

Threats
• Changes impacts on way of
life

Threats

Weaknesses
• Limited employment opportunity
• Limited required investment in
island infrastructure
• Limited economic gain

Weaknesses
• O&M base on Tiree
• Built development
• Additional loads to
transportation connections

Opportunities

Opportunities

• Some employment opportunity
• Some training opportunity

• Employment opportunity
• Retention young people
• Developing new skills
• Investment in island
infrastructure

Threats

Threats
• Changes impacts on way of
life

Opportunity and Impact?

Scenario Mapping

The construction of the proposed offshore array would involve a major
sea based construction programme following all pre-construction surveys
and agreement on method statements.
Offshore windfarms are constructed from a principal installation port base
and / or manufacturing centre using offshore construction craft (barges,
cranes etc). Construction activity to date in the UK has included Harland
& Wolfe in Belfast, BiFab in Methil and ports on Teeside, Tyneside and
Hull.

The developer is not proposing that any construction activities related to
the wind turbines be based on Tiree. Array construction camps,
construction lay-down space, turbine assembly or fabrication would all
take place elsewhere in the UK or abroad.
Current construction practice for offshore wind turbines involves specialist
vessels either:
• delivering completed turbines to site
• delivering major component parts to site, with assembly then taking
place offshore
Detailed discussions are currently being progressed within the industry by
SPR to identify manufacturer and contractor requirements.

Offshore Construction

Array Construction

Offshore Renewables are relatively new developments and therefore
the technology to deliver these developments is constantly changing.
The Scenario Mapping exercise and development of the 4 Scenarios
has been based on:
• Discussions with the Promoter (Scottish Power Renewables) of
the scheme,
• Discussions and information sourced from turbine
manufacturers, engineers and O&M specialists
• Benchmarking against existing offshore wind developments and
facilities planned or under consideration in more challenging
environments
• Understanding of the local environment - limitations and
opportunities
The scenarios therefore represent our current best understanding of the
key components of the 4 O&M Scenarios and typically would be
altered/amended as technology and O&M practice develops.

Unknowns in O&M

Changing Technology

Offshore O&M often means working in challenging environments:
• Wave heights and swell and frequency of storms
• Increased maintenance of turbines in harsh environments
• Challenges of remote working and additional HSE requirements

The Scenarios are being developed in parallel with detailed marine and climatic
surveys to allow the Operations and Maintenance (O&M) needs for the proposed
array to reflect the unique conditions of Tiree. Significant wave heights and
windspeeds during the winter months need to be addressed in developing O&M
solutions. Discussions are ongoing with operators and manufacturers to match
operational specifications with these conditions. The scenarios give an impression
of the scale of activities, types of impacts and benefits and allow early
consideration of how opportunities may be secured and mitigation addressed. New
innovations can be anticipated to influence future O&M activity and impacts upon
the levels and provision of:
•
•
•
•

Mothership / Workboat size, crews, support, maintenance
Helicopter type, size, crews, support, maintenance
Technical support staff requirements and shift patterns
Corresponding facilities requirement (size of onshore base, mothership(s), platform,
workboat etc)

Marine Environment

Challenging Environments

The O&M Procurement Process will influence the exact nature of the way that
O&M is implemented. It will be informed by:
• The O&M should the proposed array go ahead will be tendered and therefore will be
open to variation based on appointed O&M operators approach to the proposed
development
• New technology as it becomes available will influence O&M e.g. more reliable turbine
components fitted, workboats able to work in poor weather conditions, increased
telemetry etc
• Changes in response to HSE requirements and offshore working practices

Different operators will bring different experience and innovation to the O&M
activity with SPR specifying the standards and any pre-requisites for operations.
This study process is seeking to help understand future requirements for O&M.
SPR are looking to apply for permission to build the windfarm in 2013 with an
ambition to move to construction and operation in 2017-18. Innovation in
technology and new experience from existing sites may impact on O&M
procurement.

Procurement Variables

O&M Procurement

Converter Station

33MW HVDC Light Converter Station. Cables will be
undergrounded. Photo courtesy of ABB

The proposed Array will include a requirement for a
Converter Station.
Whilst not part of the brief for this study, we are
aware that there have been discussions about the
need, location and size of a Converter Station either
onshore on Tiree or offshore.
The converter station will form part of the associated
development of the windfarm. This means the
electrical infrastructure required for the windfarm –
including export cabling (to take electricity to the
national grid), substations and converter stations.
Cabling would be underground and not on overhead
lines.
A decision has not yet been taken on whether to
propose that the converter station be offshore or
onshore. If onshore, a building of dimensions 100 x
50metres may be proposed.

Windfarm

Converter
Station
(Windfarm)
AC to DC

Offshore
Cable

Convertor
Station DC
to AC
(Mainland)

Grid
Connection

Converter Station

Associated Infrastructure

What Next?
The Consultation Strategy includes 3 consultation events at various stages in the project.
This is the second consultation event on Tiree looking at the initial assessment of the
Operations and Maintenance (O&M) associated with the potential array.

Consultation Event 1
consider points raised at consultation

Consultation Event 2
3rd and 4th October 2011

Consultation Event 3
Mid/late November 2011 (TBC)

Ongoing Consultation
September /October 2011

These initial consultations provided feedback on local issues,
pressures on local resources, areas of potential impact and the
potential to secure benefits for the island community.
We are now consulting on our initial assessment of the potential
O&M scenarios to allow us to review in more detail, through
consultation, potential implications for Tiree. Comments from
Event 1 have been incorporated into this assessment.

The team will consult on the draft findings of the Study and
advising of the best understanding of the implications of O&M
facilities on Tiree and setting out the implications and impacts of
each scenario and how these might be taken forward.
The team will continue to consult with a range of stakeholders
and community interests. Andy Wright and Lynne MacKinnon
from Tiree Community Development Trust are available on the
island to collect any further consultation responses as
necessary.

What Next?
Thank You
The purpose of this second consultation has been to communicate with further
detail what the four scenarios might mean in terms of implications for the
community of Tiree.
Ferry Capacity Issues
The four scenarios outlined here have quite different implications for Tiree. The
benefits or dis-benefits of each needs to be carefully assessed in terms of
identifying how Tiree might benefit from renewable energy proposals and how
impacts might be addressed or mitigated. This study is intended to provide an
early assessment of land based O&M implications without presumption as to the
outcome of the proposed offshore array Licensing application, or SPR’s final
procurement of O&M services.

This consultation will help us continue to develop the detail on the four scenarios
and initiate the economic, social and environmental assessment of the possible
implications.

